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Abstract
This paper describes the work-in-progress of aVRML 3D conetree to visualize Ph.D. graduates and their Ph.D.
thesis advisors in the field of computer graphics. As part of the SIGGRAPH history project chaired by Carl
Machover, this VRML 3D conetree debuts publicly at the 25th conference celebration at SIGGRAPH 98, July
1998, in Orlando, FL. This conetree allows a VRML-enabled browser to visualize Ph.D. contributors to the
field of computer graphics and to trace their influences and academic progeny. The database developed may
seed further studies of the field's contributors. The initial phase of this project (using Ph.D. advisors/
graduates) provides a hierarchical (if arbitrary) view of part of SIGGRAPH's academic structure.
Comments
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Abstract 
This paper describes the work-in-progress of 
aVRML 3D conetree to visualize Ph.D. gndu- 
aces and their Ph.D. thesis advisors in the field 
of computer graphics. As part of the 
SIGGRAPH history project chaired by Carl 
Machover, this VRML 3D conetree debuts 
publicly at the 25th conference celebration at 
SIGGRAPH 9B, July 199B, in Orlando, FL.This 
conetree allows a VRML-enabled browser to 
visualize Ph.D. contributors to the field of 
computer graphics and to trace their influ- 
ences and academic progeny. The database 
developed may seed further studies of the 
field's contributors. The initial phase of this 
project (using Ph.D. advisors~graduates) 
provides a hierarchical (if arbitrary) view of 
part of $1GGRAPH's academic structure. 
Introduction 
Conetrees were first developed by George 
Robertson, Jock Mackinlay and Stuart Card 
while at Xerox PARC. Their work: "Cone 
Trees: Animated 3D Visualizations of 
Hierarchical Information" was presented at 
SlGCHI '91, pgs. 189-194.A conetree is a 3D 
representation of a tree structure. Conetrees 
have been shown to be very effective infor- 
mation visualization tools for large data sets 
that are broad, shallow and hierarchical. In a 
conetree representation, the root of a tree 
(represented by a cube, a sphere or some 
other appropriate object) is located at the tip 
of a transparent cone. The children of the 
root node are arranged around the base of 
the cone. Each child can be the root node of 
a subtree, which is represented in a recursive 
fashion by a cone whose tip is located at the 
object representing the child. 
This conetree implementation visualizes 
simple hierarchical relationships occurring in 
the data with a standard G=~E) graph with 
vertices and edges implementation.Thus, each 
line in a fiat, ascii, datafile has a vertex and a 
list of its children.The output of the program 
is a VRML 'cone.wrl' file. Up to four lines of 
text  can be associated with each node 
(vertex). 
This database is just the beginning docu- 
mentation to the human side of the meteoric 
rise of computer graphics. Few disciplines 
have the benefit of creating such biographical 
materials while almost all the players are still 
alive. We hope that the start we have made 
will encourage further expansion to other 
Figure I : Conetree with mare than 700 entries.See 
page 97 for imafe in full color. 
academic degrees or titled positions (such as 
graphics software engineer, degree notwith- 
standing!). We will be seeking avenues for 
such an expansion of the database so that we 
may more fully capture the human aspect of 
the computer graphics phenomenon. There 
are now more than 700 people in the 
SIGGRAPH conetree database. 
The Web Site 
At the Web site ht tp : / / im l .mi l le rsv .edu  
/S IGGRAPH_t ree / index .html ,  you can 
view the entire SlGGRAPH VRML 3D Ph.D. 
conetree. This will load the file: cone.wrl.gz 
into your VRML browser The file is gzip 
compressed and it's still greater than 3MB. In 
uncompressed form, it is over 26MB.You can 
also view the VRML 3D conetree data in raw 
html format.TheVRML 3D conetree can also 
be viewed in 2D using a Java applet. The 
applet shows the 2D graph. If you are not in 
the SIGGRAPH conetree database you can 
add your data with an easy to fill out form at 
the Web site. If you have a long list of Ph.D. 
students that you have supervised, you can 
fax the information to + 1-717-871-2320. We 
would rather the database be inclusive rather 
than exclusive, so we are happy to include any 
field that could be of potential interest o the 
SIGGRAPH community at large. Example 
views from the conetree are shown below. 
The DataBase 
The database is a flat ASCII file, and each line 
has the following format: 
-vertex_name_tex'csecondlineoftext:3rdline: 
4thline-numberofchildren-children 
Where: 'children' is a list of the subscripts of 
the vertices. Unfortunately, no spaces are 
allowed in the text. 
Here is a simple data set (Graphics has 
four children: Coons, Van_Dam, Foley, 
Bresenham): Coons has one child: Sutherland. 
-G raphics::::--4-- 1,2,3,4 
-Coons::::- I -5 
-Van_Dam::::-O- 
-Foley::::-O- 
-Bresenham::::-0- 
-Sutherland::::-O- 
Our example datafile of Ph.D. advisors and 
their Ph.D. graduates looks like this: 
-LastName:FirstName:Date:lnstitution-Nu m 
berOfChilclren-ChildrenList 
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Figure 2:View from the top of the conetree. See page 
97 for image in full color. 
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FROM THE EDITOR 
Explore the World of Computer Gaming and Computer Graphics 
Gordon Cameron 
SOFTIMAGE, Inc. 
The February 1997 issue of Computer Graphics 
contained a focus (expertly guest edited by 
Mike Milne) on the entertainment industry, 
but we chose to save an important area of 
this industry for later investigation. It's with 
great pleasure that I present that focus on the 
computer games industry in this May 1998 
issue of Computer Graphics. 
Back in the early 'B0s when I was still 
in school, I was enthusiastically coding away 
on a variety of early machines such as the 
Sinclair ZX8 I, Oric- I, Atari 800XL and Atari 
ST. At the same time, I spent a great deal of 
my hard-earned paper-round cash on games 
for these machines, so it was with great 
excitement hat I recently discovered an 
on-line "shrine" to the games and their pro- 
gremmers. James Hague had painstakingly put 
together a list of"classic game programmers" 
and in addition had interviewed several of the 
more revered game designers for a fascinating 
electronic publication entitled Halcyon Days. 
Around the same rime, I was trying to put 
together an issue on computer graphics and 
the games industry, and so contacted James 
to see if he might be interested in guest edit- 
ing such an endeavour. Luckily, he accepted, 
and ~e issue in your hands now contains the 
resulting focus. 
Over the past decades, computer games 
have evolved at a remarkable pace. Many of
the early titles pushed the platform capabili- 
ties, but more recently the games industry is 
proving one of the major factors in pushing 
computer graphics in feneral forward at a 
breakneck pace -- many of the new titles are 
generating groundbreaking research of their 
own, and forcing the hardware (and stan- 
dards) to evolve co keep up, You can pick up a 
consumer PC with graphics comparable (or 
superior) to the workstations of a short time 
ago, at a fraction of the cost today, and this 
trend is really shaking up our industry and 
forcing innovations at a startling rate. 
At the same time, it is worthwhile to 
Jook back at the amazing things people were 
doing in the earlier days of computer gaming, 
with far more limited resources (both techni- 
cal and human). These early pioneers were 
performing minor miracles to achieve effects 
that today may look somewhat dated bur in 
their time were bleeding edge, whilst still 
managing to keep in mind that most impor- 
tant, yet too-oft neglected, aspect --- game- 
play. 
James has done a superb job in gathering 
together a collection of thoughtful and per- 
sonalarticles from both past and present 
which together form a snapshot of the world 
of computer gaming and computer graphics. 
My thanks go out to all those who con- 
tributed, and especially to James for working 
under extremely tight deadlines. 
Also, once again we have a tremendous 
series of columns. If you have any comments, I 
encourage you to drop a note to the colum- 
nisl3. For any general questions, ideas, com- 
merits, etc, please feel free to contact me at 
one of the addresses listed below and I'll do 
my best to answer -- thank you so  much for 
your letters over the last few months and, 
please, keep them cominl! The majority of 
notes from the last issue complimented the 
content, for which I'm extremely grateful on 
behalf of the contributors. However, rather 
than print only these, I've decided to wait 
until we have a broad cross section of letters 
to use in the next Letters column. 
Until next issue, all the very besT,, and I 
look forward to seeing some of you at the 
upcoming SIGGRAPH 98 25th anniversary 
conference. 
Gordon Cameron 
Software Development 
SOFTIMAGE, Inc. 
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Montn~, Quebec, H2X 2V2 
Canada 
Tel: + I-51A, aA,5-1636 ~ 3445 
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